
Part List for Dreamcatcher 
Pumpkin Loveseat

(FHPC100-DC)

1 - Chair (folded)
4 - Leg with Rubber ‘Foot’
1  - Top Half of C stand
1  - Bottom Half of C Stand
1  - Flat Cushion
1 - Leisure Cushion
1  - Strap Cover
2  - Hex Key
1  - Wrench
4 - Ribbed Wedges
10  - Nuts and Bolts
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Assembly Instructions for Dreamcatcher Pumpkin Loveseat
(FHPC100-DC)

Before starting assembly, unpack entire contents of  box and check that all parts are accounted for.
Contact FlowerHouse for any replacement or repair issues: 

(810)686-8252 - customerservice@�owerhouses.com

Insert four legs into posts of 
X mold on lower half of C stand. 
Attach top half of C stand to
bottom half. 
Fasten with nuts and bolts. 

1

2

Open chair frame and insert nuts 
into openings on inside of outermost
rib, fastening with bolts, on top and 
bottom of chair. 
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3
(Optional)
Insert wedges with interlocking teeth
facing each other in between 
outermost rib and bolts for 
optimal appearance/tighness. 

Close top round pan cover by 
sliding attachment strap through 
middle hole.

4

One at a time, slide the side 
O-rings of the side straps over 
the center attachment strap.

5

6
Close pan cover by securing 
fasteners. Top pan cover 
hooks to clasp.  

7 Lift the chair and slide the 
attachment strap over the 
end cap into the securing tabs.

Place �at cushion in chair, 
followed by leisure cushion. 

8 Make sure all nuts
and bolts are tightened
throughout the stand
and chair. Place in any
level location and enjoy
your Dreamcatcher Pumpkin
Chair!

Thank you for your business!

Put strap cover over 
strap and velcro closed. 



How to use lever tool 
(used for assembly assistance)

Place the peg of the curved end of 
lever on the inside middle of the pan, 
with the peg of the straight bar on the 
outside.

Pull the straight bar towards the outer 
rib of the chair. 
This will create the clearing necessary 
to insert bolts and wedges into posi-
tion. 

Place bolts, fasten with nuts, and 
follow by inserting wedges in 
between outermost rib and bolt. 

Flip lever tool to repeat on other side, 
top and bottom. 
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